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Abstract
An appropriate subdivision of a geophysical area into
segments enables us to extrapolate the results obtained
in some locations within the segment (where extensive research was done) to other locations within the same segment, and thus, get a good understanding of the locations
which weren’t thoroughly analyzed.
Often, different evidence and different experts’ intuition support different subdivisions schemes. For example, in our area – Rio Grande rift zone – there is some
geochemical evidence that this zone is divided into three
segments, but, in the viewpoint of many researchers, this
evidence is not yet sufficiently convincing.
We show that if we use topographical information (this
information, e.g., comes from satellite photos), then interval methods lead to a reliable justification for the tripartite subdivision of the Rio Grande rift zone.
Appropriate subdivision is important in geophysics.
In geophysics, appropriate subdivision of an area into
segments is extremely important, because it enables us to
extrapolate the results obtained in some locations within
the segment (where extensive research was done) to other
locations within the same segment, and thus, get a good
understanding of the locations which weren’t that thoroughly analyzed.
A problem: it is often difficult to produce a reliable
subdivision. The subdivision of a geological zone into
segments is often a controversial issue, with different evidence and different experts’ intuition supporting different
subdivisions.
For example, in our area – Rio Grande rift zone – there
is some geochemical evidence that this zone is divided
into three segments [5]:

the southern segment which is located, approximately, between the latitudes y = 29 and y = 34 ;
the central segment – from y
and

= 34:5

to

the northern segment – from y

= 38

to y

y = 38
= 41

;

.

However, in the viewpoint of many researchers, this evidence is not yet sufficiently convincing.
It is therefore desirable to develop new techniques for
zone sub-division, techniques which would be in the least
possible way dependent on the (subjective) expert opinion and would, thus, be maximally reliable.
Main idea: using topographic information. One reason for subjectivity is the fact that the existing subdivision is often based on the chemical and physical analysis of several samples collected throughout the area, and
often, we do not have a statistically sufficient amount of
thoroughly analyzed geological samples to make the conclusion about the subdivision statistically convincing.
To make this conclusion more reliable, we can use, instead of the more rare geological samples, a more abundant topographical information (this information, e.g.,
comes from satellite photos). We can characterize each
part of the divided zone by its topography.
Preserving only geophysically meaningful topographic
information: the use of spectral values corresponding to
long wavelengths. In topographical analysis, we face a
new problem: of too much data, most of which is geophysically irrelevant. To eliminate some of this irrelevant data, we can use the Fourier transform; indeed, it
is known that while (at least some) absolute values of
the map (forming a so-called spectrum) are geophysically
meaningful, the phases usually are random and can be
therefore ignored. So, we should only use the spectrum.

Since we are interested only in the large-scale classification, it makes sense to only use the spectrum values
corresponding to relatively large spatial wavelengths, i.e.,
wavelengths L for which L  L0 for some appropriate
value L0 . In particular, for the sub-division of the Rio
Grande rift, it makes sense to use only wavelengths of
L0 = 1000 km or larger.
Also, for the Rio Grande Rift, we are interested in the
classification of horizontal zones, so it makes sense to do
the following:
divide the Rio Grande Rift into 1 zones y ;  y + ]
(with y from y ; = 30 to y + = 31, from y ; = 31
to y + = 32, . . . , from y ; = 40 to y + = 41);
for each of these zones, take the topographic data,
i.e., the height h(x y ) described as a function of longitude x and latitude y ;
for each zone and for each y , compute the Fourier
transform H (! y ) with respect to x;
for each zone, combine all the spectral values which
correspond to large wavelength (i.e., for which ! 
1=L0), and compute the resulting spectral value

S (y;) =

Z y+ Z 1=L0
y=y;

!=0

jH (! y )j2 d! dy:

We are interested in comparing the spectral values S (y )
corresponding to different latitudes y , so we are not interested in the absolute values of S (y ), only in relative values. Thus, to simplify the data, we can normalize them
by, e.g., dividing each value S (y ; ) by the largest Smax of
these values. In particular, for the Rio Grande rift, the resulting values of y ; = y1  y2  : : : and si = S (yi )=Smax
are as follows:
yi 29 30 31 32 33 34
si 0.28 0.24 0.21 0.16 0.20 0.29
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
0.31 0.35 0.46 1.00 0.80 0.96 0.74
Based only on these spectral values si , we will try to classify locations into several clusters (“segments”).

Traditional clustering techniques do not lead to reliable classification. Most existing clustering methods
(see, e.g., [2]) assume that we have some information
about the probability distributions of the measurement errors. In real-life topographical analysis, we do not have
enough data to uniquely determine these distributions,
and different possible distributions lead to drastically different conclusions about the subdivision of a geological
zone.
Similarly, fuzzy clustering techniques (see, e.g., [1])
depend on the subjective fuzzy estimates, and different

expert estimates often lead to drastically different subdivisions.
Therefore, we need a new, less subjective clustering
method.
Segments as monotonicity regions. How can we detect
the segments based on these values si ? In order to answer
this question, let us first plot the dependence of si on yi
and see if there is any visible feature of this plot which
can be associated with a subdivision of the area into geophysical segments.
If we plot the dependence of s i on yi , we will see
that at first, the function s(y ) is (approximately) decreasing, then it is (approximately) increasing, and then it is
(approximately) decreasing again. Interestingly, these
“monotonicity regions” seem to be in good accordance
with the empirical subdivision of the rift into segments
[5]. In view of this observation, we will identify geophysical segments with the monotonicity regions of the
(unknown) function s(y ).
Let’s use intervals. The heights are measured pretty accurately, so the only errors in the values s i come from
discretization. In other words, we would like to know the
values of the function s(y ) = S (y )=Smax for all y , but
we only know the values s1 = s(y1 ), . . . , sn = s(yn ) of
this function for the points y1  : : :  yn . For each y which
is different from yi , it is reasonable to estimate s(y ) as
the value si = s(yi ) at the point yi which is the closest
to y (and, ideally, which belongs to the same segment as
yi ). For each point yi , what is the largest possible error
i of the corresponding approximation?
When y > yi , the point yi is still the closest until we
reach the midpoint ymid = (yi + yi+1 )=2 between yi and
yi+1 . It is reasonable to assume that the largest possible
approximation error js(y ) ; s i j for such points is attained
when the distance between y and yi is the largest, i.e.,
when y is this midpoint; in this case, the approximation
error is equal to js(ymid ) ; si j.
If the points yi and yi+1 belong to the same segment,
then the dependence of s(y ) on y should be reasonably
smooth for y 2 yi  yi+1 ]. Therefore, on a narrow interval yi  yi+1 ], we can, with reasonable accuracy, ignore
quadratic and higher terms in the expansion of s(y i +y )
and thus, approximate s(y ) by a linear function. For a linear function s(y ), the difference s(y mid ) ; s(yi ) is equal
to the half of the difference s(y i+1 ) ; s(yi ) = si+1 ; si ;
thus, for y > yi , the approximation error is bounded by
0:5  jsi+1 ; si j.
If the points yi and yi+1 belong to different segments, then the dependence s(y ) should exhibit some
non-smoothness, and it is reasonable to expect that the
difference jsi+1 ; si j is much higher than the approximation error.
In both cases, the approximation error is bounded by
0:5  jsi+1 ; si j.

Similarly, for y < yi , the approximation error is
bounded by 0:5  js i ; si;1 j if the points yi and yi;1
belong to the same segment, and is much smaller if they
don’t. In both cases, the approximation error is bounded
by 0:5  jsi ; si;1 j.
We have two bounds on the approximation error and
we can therefore conclude that the approximation error
cannot exceed the smallest i of these two bounds, i.e.,
the value

i = 0:5  min(jsi ; si1 j jsi+1 ; si j):
As a result, instead of the exact values si , for each i, we
+
get the interval si = s;
i  si ] of possible values of s(y ),
;
where si = si ; i and s+
i = si + i . In particular,
for the Rio Grande rift, the corresponding intervals are as
follows:

= s;i  s+i ]
y3 = 31

y1 = 29

y2 = 30

[0.26,0.30]

[0.225,0.255]

[0.195,0.225]

[0.14,0.18]

[0.18,0.22]

[0.28,0.30]

[0.30,0.32]

[0.33,0.37]

[0.405,0.515]

[0.80,1.10]

[0.72,0.88]

si

yi

y6 = 34
y9 = 37

y12 = 40

y4 = 32
y7 = 35

y10 = 38
y13 = 41

y5 = 33
y8 = 36

y11 = 39

[0.88,1.04]
[0.63,0.85]
How to find monotonicity regions of a function defined
with interval uncertainty: idea. We want to find regions
of uncertainty of a function s(y ), but we do not know the
exact form of this function; all we know is that for every
i, s(yi ) 2 si for known intervals si . How can we find the
monotonicity regions in the situation with such interval
uncertainty?
Of course, since we only know the values of the function s(y ) in finitely many points yi , this function can have
as many monotonicity regions between y i and yi+1 as
possible. What we are interested in is funding the subdivision into monotonicity regions which can be deduced
from the data. The first natural question is: can we explain the data by assuming that the dependence s(y ) is
monotonic? If not, then we can ask for the possibility
of having a function s(y ) with exactly two monotonicity
regions:
if such a function is possible, then we are interested
in possible locations of such regions;
if such a function is not possible, then we will try
to find a function s(y ) which is consisted with our
interval data and which has three monotonicity regions, etc.
This problem was first formalized and solved in [8]. The
corresponding algorithm is based on the following idea.

If the function s(y ) is non-decreasing, then, for i < j ,
we have s(yi )  s(yj ); therefore, s;
i  s(yi )  s(yj ) 
s+j and s;i  s+j . It turns out that, vice versa, if the
+
inequality s;
i  sj hold for every i < j , then there is
a non-decreasing function s(y ) for which s(y i ) 2 si for
;
all i (e.g., we can take s(yi ) = max(s;
1  : : :  si ) for all
i and use linear interpolation to define the values s(y) for
y=
6 yi .) Thus, to check monotonicity, it is sufficient to
check these inequalities.
If we have already checked these inequalities for the
intervals s1  : : :  sk , and we add the new interval sk+1 ,
then, to confirm that it is still possible for a function
s(z ) to be non-decreasing, it is sufficient to check that
s;i  s+k+1 for all i = 1 : : :  k. These k inequalities are
equivalent to a single inequality mk  s+
k+1 , where we
;

:
:
:

s
)
.
denoted mk = max(s;
1
k
Similarly, in order to check that a function s(y ) can
;
be non-increasing, it is sufficient to check that s+
i  sj
for all pairs i > j . If we have already checked these
inequalities for the intervals s1  : : :  sk , and we add the
new interval sk+1 , then, to confirm that it is still possible for a function s(z ) to be non-increasing, it is sufficient to check that Mk  s;
k+1 , where we denoted
+
+
Mk = min(s1  : : :  sk ).
The values mk and Mk needed for these comparisons
do not to be re-computed for every k ; if we have al+
ready computed Mk;1 = min(s+
1  : : :  sk;1 ), then we
+
can compute Mk as Mk = min(Mk;1  sk ) (and mk as
mk = max(mk;1  s;k )).
How to find monotonicity regions of a function defined with interval uncertainty: algorithm. Thus, to
find the monotonicity segments, we can use the following algorithm. In this algorithm, we process the intervals
s1  : : :  sn one by one.
When we have the 1-st interval, then the only information that we have about the function s(y ) is that
s(y1 ) 2 s1 . This information is consistent with the function s(y ) being a constant, i.e., both non-decreasing and
non-increasing. Thus, we are still consistent with monotonicity. To start the process of computing m k and Mk ,
+
we assign m1 := s;
1 and M1 := s1 .
If the first k intervals sk are consistent with the assumption that the function s(y ) is non-decreasing, then
when we get the new interval sk+1 , we check whether
mk  s+k+1 . Then:
If mk  s+
k+1 , then the new point yk+1 is still within
the same monotonicity region. To prepare for the
next interval, we compute mk+1 = min(mk  s;
k+1 ).
If mk > s+
k+1 , this means that the new point yk+1
cannot be within the same monotonicity region, and
so the monotonicity region must end before y k+1 .

The point yk+1 itself belongs to a different monotonicity region which may expand both to the previous values yk , yk;1 , . . . , and to the following values
yk+2 , . . . ; this new region can be traced in the same
manner.
Similarly, if the first k intervals sk are consistent with
the assumption that the function s(y ) is non-increasing,
then when we get the new interval sk+1 , we check
whether Mk  s;
k+1 . Then:
If Mk  s;
k+1 , then the new point yk+1 is still
within the same monotonicity region. To prepare for the next interval, we compute M k+1 =
max(Mk  s+k+1 ).
If Mk < s;
k+1 , this means that the new point yk+1
cannot be within the same monotonicity region, and
so the monotonicity region must end before y k+1 .
The point yk+1 itself belongs to a different monotonicity region which may expand both to the previous values yk , yk;1 , . . . , and to the following values
yk+2 , . . . ; this new region can be traced in the same
manner.
How to find monotonicity regions of a function defined
with interval uncertainty: example. Let us illustrate the
above algorithm on the Rio Grande rift example.
We start with the 1-st interval, for which m1 := s;
1 =
0:26 and M1 := s+1 = 0:30.
For the 2-nd interval, we check the inequalities
0:225 = s;2  M1 = 0:30 and 0:255 = s+2  m1 =
0:26. The first inequality holds, but the second does not
hold, so we are in a non-increasing region. Thus, we compute M2 = min(M1  s+
2 ) = min(0:30 0:255) = 0:255.
For the 3-rd interval, the inequality 0:195 = s ;
3 
M2 = 0:255 still holds, so we are still in the nonincreasing region. To prepare for the next interval, we
compute M3 = min(M2  s+
3 ) = min(0:255 0:225) =
0:225.
For the 4-th interval, the inequality 0:14 = s ;
4 
M3 = 0:225 still holds, so we compute M4 =
min(M3  s+4 ) = min(0:225 0:18) = 0:18.
For the 5-th interval, the inequality 0:18 = s ;
4 
M4 = 0:18 still holds, so we compute M5 =
min(M4  s+5 ) = min(0:18 0:22) = 0:18.
For the 6-th interval, the inequality 0:28 = s ;
5 
M5 = 0:18 no longer holds, so the first monotonicity region cannot continue past y6 = 34. Thus, the first monotonicity region must be within 29 34].
The point y6 must belong to the new monotonicity region, where the function s(y ) is non-decreasing instead
of non-increasing. Before we go forward and start checking on the points y7 , etc., we must go back and check
which points y5 , y4 , . . . , can belong to this new region.

If we have already checked that y 6  : : :  yk belong to this
+
region, this means that s;
i  sj for all such i < j . To
check whether yk;1 belongs to this same region, we must
+
check whether s;
k;1  si for all such i, i.e., whether
+
fk = min(s+
s;k;1  M
6  : : :  sk ).
+
f6 = s6 = 0:30. Since the inequalWe start with M
;
f6 = 0:30 holds, y5 also belongs
ity 0:16 = s5  M
f5 = min(M
f6  s+
to this region, so we compute M
5) =
min(0:30 0:22) = 0:22.
f5 =
For the 4-th value, the inequality 0:14 = s ;
4 M
0:22 holds, so y4 also belongs to this region, and we comf4 = min(M
f5  s+
pute M
4 ) = min(0:22 0:18) = 0:18.
For the 3-rd value, the inequality 0:195 = s ;
3 
f4 = 0:18 is not true, so the new region must stop before
M
y3 = 31. Thus, the new region start at 31.
Now, we can move forward and check whether points
y7 , . . . , belong to the new monotonicity region.
We start with m6 := s;
6 = 0:28. On the next step,
we check whether 0:32 = s+
7  m6 = 0:28, and since
this inequality holds, we compute m7 = max(m6  s;
7)=
max(0:28 0:30) = 0:30. Similarly, we compute m8 =
0:33, m9 = 0:405, m10 = 0:80, m11 = 0:80, and m12 =
0:88. For the 13-th interval, the inequality 0:85 = s+13 
m12 = 0:88 is no longer true, so y13 cannot belong to the
second (non-decreasing) monotonicity region. Thus, the
second region must stop before y 13 = 41, and the point
y13 must belong to the third monotonicity region.
To find out which other points belong to this third region, we must go back and check which points y 12 , y11 ,
. . . , can belong to this new region. If we have already
checked that y13  : : :  yk belong to this region, this means
;
that s+
i  sj for all such i < j . To check whether
yk;1 belongs to this same region, we must check whether
s+k;1  s;i for all such i, i.e., whether s+k;1  me k =
max(s;13  : : :  s;k ).
We start with m
e 13 = s;
13 = 0:63. Since the inequality
+
1:04 = s12  m
e 13 = 0:63 holds, y12 also belongs to
e 12 = max(m
e 13  s;
this region, so we compute m
12 ) =
max(0:63 0:88) = 0:88.
For the 11-th value, the inequality 0:88 = s +
11 
me 12 = 0:88 holds, so y11 also belongs to this region, and we compute m
e 11 = max(m
e 12  s;
11 ) =
max(0:88 0:72) = 0:88.
For the 10-th value, the inequality 1:10 = s +
10 
me 11 = 0:88 holds, so y10 also belongs to this region, and we compute m
e 10 = max(m
e 11  s;
10 ) =
max(0:88 0:80) = 0:88.
For the 9-th value, the inequality 0:515 = s +
9 
me 10 = 0:88 is not true, so the new region must stop before y9 = 37. Thus, the new region starts at 37.
Thus, we have three monotonicity regions: 29 34],
31 41], and 37 41]. The fact that we have discovered
exactly three monotonicity regions is in good accordance

with the geochemical data from [5].
Comment: what happens when we use shorter wavelengths. We ran the same algorithm for the spectral
data corresponding to shorter wavelengths, i.e., for wavelengths 350-1000 km, 150-350 km, etc. Intuitively, the
shorter the wavelength, the more small-size structures
(which are irrelevant for our large-scale subdivision) influence the spectral values. In full accordance with this
expectation: for 350-1000 and 150-350 km, we got a
similar classification, but with a much larger uncertainty;
for even shorted wavelengths, we got a subdivision to
many more zones which probably reflect some shortscale structures that we ignore in our subdivision into segments.
From intervals to fuzzy. For each segment Yi and for
each point y , the algorithm tells whether a point y can (in
view of the data) belong to the segment Y i or not.
Some points belong to only one segment and therefore, are guaranteed to belong to this segment.
In the Rio Grande rift example, such are the points
from the interval Ye1 = 29 31] for the first region,
the points from the interval Ye2 = 34 37] for the
second region, and the point Ye3 = f41g for the third
region.
Other points may belong to two neighboring segments Y 1
and Y2 , and the existing information is not sufficient to
definitely conclude whether the given point y belongs to
the segment Y1 or to the segment Y2 .
In particular, for all the points which can belong to two
neighboring segments Y1 and Y2 , the result of the above
algorithm is the same. Thus, from the interval computations viewpoint, for all points y which have not been
uniquely classified, there is the same uncertainty. Intuitively, however, there is a reason to assume that we
are more uncertainty about the classification of some of
these points and less uncertainty about the classification
of some other points.
For example, if a point y is close to the set Ye1 =
y1;  y1+] of all points which are proven to belong to Y 1 ,
and it is distant from the set Ye2 = y2;  y2+ ] of all the
points which are proven to belong to Y 2 , then, intuitively,
it seems reasonable to conclude that the point y is more
probably to be in the segment Y 1 . Similarly, y is close to
Ye2 and distant from Ye1 , then, intuitively, it seems reasonable to conclude that the point y is more probably to be
in the segment Y2 .
This intuitive sense can be captured if, instead of simply describing which points y can be in which segments,
we produce, for each segment Y i and for each y , not only
the values “true” or “false” indicating that the point y can
or cannot belong to Y i , but also the “degree” i (y ) to
which y can belong to the segment Yi . For two neighboring segments Y1 and Y2 , the degree 1 (y ) must be

equal to 1 for y 2 Ye1 = y1;  y1+ ] and to 0 for y 2 Ye2 =
y2;  y2+]. It therefore makes sense to use a linear extrapolation to determine the values of the function  1 (y ) for
y 2 y1+  y2; ]. Linear extrapolation is widely (and successfully) used in applications of fuzzy techniques (see,
e.g., [4, 7]), and it is also known that linear extrapolation
is (in some reasonable sense) the most robust extrapolation procedure (see, e.g., [6]).
As a result, for each segment Yi , the resulting membership function i (y ) is trapezoidal: i (y ) = 0 for
+
+ ;  (y ) = y ; yi;1 for y 2 t+ i1 t; ],
y  yi;
;
+
1 i
yi ; yi;
1
;
; +
i (y) = 1 for y 2 yi  yi ]; i (y) = yy;i+1;;yy+ for
i+1
i
y 2 y+ i yi;+1 ], and i (y) = 0 for y  yi;+1 .
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